SAVE $150
PURCHASE A QUALIFYING CORSA BRANDED EXHAUST PRODUCT VALUED AT $1,000 OR MORE

PURCHASE FROM: 3/1/19 - 3/31/19
SUBMIT / UPLOAD BY: 4/15/19

TO RECEIVE YOUR REBATE:

1. Purchase CORSA Exhaust Product ($1,000+) from 12:00AM on 03/01/19 through 11:59PM on 03/31/19

2. Your CORSA Exhaust Product arrives! Don’t throw away the box without taking a picture of the CORSA UPC.

3. Take a picture of the CORSA UPC. Rebates without proper UPC will be denied.


5. Fill out the online rebate form completely, upload a copy of the receipt, AND a picture of the CORSA UPC. Submit / Upload by: 04/15/2019

Rebates without proper UPC will be denied.

To check the status of your rebate please visit: www.rapid-rebates.com

NOTE: Rebates are uploaded to and processed through a fulfillment center, not CORSA.

TERMS & CONDITIONS: Offer not valid on CORSA Performance exhaust SKUs less than $1,000.00 including individual Adapter Kits, Wire Kits, Tip Kits, X-Pipes, Resonator Delete Kits, Mid Pipes, Downpipes, Mufflers, etc. Receipt must show purchase of an individual CORSA exhaust product of $1,000 or more to qualify. Purchases must be a new, unused, and unopened product to qualify for rebate. Offer ends 3/31/19. All Claims must be submitted and received prior to 4/15/19 to qualify. Online redemption only (no mail-in forms). If any terms and conditions are not met the rebate will be denied. Limit one (1) receipt per rebate form per eligible product. Any requests submitted or uploaded after applicable dates will be denied. TMG Performance Products, dba CORSA Performance “TMG”, is not responsible for improperly uploaded or unreceived rebate information. Incomplete submissions will be denied. TMG is not responsible for upload errors. TMG reserves the right to confirm identification and request additional proof of purchase to substantiate claim(s). All documents become the property of TMG and are non-returnable. Offer valid in US & Canada ONLY. Offer subject to change with or without notice at any time. Void where taxed, restricted, or prohibited and non-refundable. Please allow 8-10 weeks for processing. Fraudulent submissions could result in federal prosecution under US Mail fraud statutes (18 USC Sections 1341 and 1342).

All rebates paid in USD. Rebate checks valid for 60 days; after such time check will be void.